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Boost for farmers as changes to visas hit

Australian agriculture firms are benefiting from a major spike in working backpackers on the

back of government changes to its visa programs and a global tourism campaign aimed at

wooing overseas workers to regional areas.

Immigration figures released today reveal a 20 per cent increase in second-year working-holiday

visas, coinciding with an inter national marketing push by Tourism Australia targeting overseas

school leavers.

Under the Working Holiday Maker program, 43,219 second-year visas were granted in 2018-19,

up by more than 7000 compared with the previous year.

WHM workers must complete at least three months of work in regional  areas to qualify for the

second-year visa, with a focus on the agriculture, forestry and fishing sectors.

The uplift in overseas workers comes after the Morrison government changed the program late

last year to focus assistance for farmers in regional areas and combat  critical labour shortages.

The government has also increase d the number of places in the WHM program for nations such

as Malaysia, Argentina, Singapore, Spain, Israel, Peru and Chile.

Immigration Minister David Coleman, who will travel to South Australia with Trade Minister

Simon Birmingham on Wednesday to announce the visa figures, expects the number of young

workers moving into the regions to keeping growing. Mr Coleman said two new regional visas

would be introduced in November requirin g applicants to live and work in regional areas for

three years before being eligible to apply for permanent residency.

“In the past 12 months we’ve seen more than 43,000 young people commit to our regions

through the WHM program,’’ he said. “This is a 20 per cent increase on the previous year, and I
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expect these numbers to continue to rise as our regional migration settings encourage more

people to work outside of our capital cities.

“We know there are jobs in regiona l Australia that aren’t being filled by Australian workers, and

we are giving regional businesses the immigration settings to help them fill those roles.”

Virginia Farm Produce general manager Matthew Farmer, who runs a third-generation South

Australian business alongside fathe r Barry, said the working-holiday visa program was crucial for

the agriculture sector.

Operated by the Farmer family in the southeast of the state since 1956, the business produces

potatoe s and onions for major Australian supermarket chains and has recorded export growth in

the United Arab Emirates, South Korea and across the Asia-Pacific.

During peak season, it employs more than 100 holiday -makers across its farm and packing

facilities, and  for more than a decade has been relying on overseas workers, including European

travellers skilled in operating tractors and farm machinery.

“The industry as a whole relies on WHM to fill the void left by the Australian workforce,” Mr

Farmer told The Australian.

“We have been fortunate over the years to have hosted highly skilled European WHM who are

able to come here in their off-seasons to operate our plant and machinery at Kangaringa

Station.”

Senator Birmingham said “working holiday-makers spend more money than they earn while in

Australia”, and that delivered a “significant boost to the Australian economy”.

The Trade Minister added that they “generally stay longer, spend more money in Australia and

travel  further into regional areas than most other international visit ors, supporting Australian

jobs in tourism and hospitality”.
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